For most, the battery is just one component
among many others in a vehicle.
For us, it is a passion for more than
45 years.
Batteries should be low-key, maintenancefree and they should work perfectly when
it matters. Only when they fail, they show
their real relevance, because nothing
works without battery.
Hence the choice of battery for each
application is most important. That is
where we come in:

ALWAYS THE
BATTERY
THAT FITS:
F or individual
driving habits.

intAct is the battery brand of Keckeisen
Akkumulatoren, a battery specialist for
more than 45 years and exclusive partner
of the intactGP motorcycle racing team.

F or special
vehicle requirements.
F or different
purposes.

GENERAL
FEATURES

Flooded lead-acid battery

S olid battery with no frills.
Achieves a long service life
with regular maintenance.
RELIABLE STARTING POWER AT
AN EXCELLENT PRICE.
Replacement recommendation for
flooded batteries.

Excellent recycling properties.
Central degassing.
Dry-charged.
Acid pack included.

only install
upright.

flooded battery
with vent caps.

GENERAL
FEATURES

Sealed AGM battery electrolyte held in
Absorbent Glass Mat separators

 igh power reserve. Significant
H
starting power even when partially
discharged.

COST-EFFECTIVE ALLROUNDER
WITH SOLID BUFFER
for seasonal and short distance use.

Shake-proof. The plates are firmly
embedded in the glass fibre mat.
 aintenance-free after first initial
M
filling. Refilling is then no longer
possible and not necessary, because
the then sealed battery loses virtually
no liquid due to gas recombination.
T he battery can also be installed at
an angle, as the electrolyte is held
in a glass fibre mat and the battery
is tightly sealed after filling.
Dry-charged.

Mountable in
tilted position.
Acid held in glass
fibre separators.

 ot well suited for repeated deep
N
discharging (below 10.5 V).

GENERAL
FEATURES

Sealed AGM battery electrolyte held in
Absorbent Glass Mat separators

 igh power reserve. Significant
H
starting power even when partially
discharged.

READY-TO-USE ALLROUNDER
with solid buffer for seasonal and
short distance use.

Shake-proof. The plates are firmly
embedded in the glass fibre mat.
F actory sealed maintenance-free
with gasrecombination. Refilling is
not possible and not necessary.
Leak-proof. The battery can be
installed at an angle up to 90°, as the
electrolyte is held in a glass fibre mat
and the battery is factory sealed.
Wet charged. Ready to use.

Mountable in
tilted position.

acid is held in glass
fibre separators &
battery is factory sealed.
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GENERAL
FEATURES

Sealed gel battery
Electrolyte immobilized by gel-additive

L ow self-discharge.
For seasonal use.

PROVIDES 30 % MORE
STARTING POWER
for modern motorcycles with many
sources of electrical power drain,
including ABS.

 ven more cycle-resistant than
E
Bike-Power AGM and Bike-Power
SLA of the same box size.
 0 % more cranking performance
3
than traditional battery of the same
box size. Starts reliably and covers
power consumption peaks.
Excellent vibration resistance.
Electrolyte gel-like.
Sealed maintenance-free.
Leak-proof.

Mountable in
tilted position.

acid immobilized by
gel additive &
battery is factory sealed.

Wet charged. Ready to use.

GENERAL FEATURES
Sealed AGM battery
with heavily compressed plate packs

Perfect for Harley-Davidsons and
other motorcycles with high capacity
2-cylinder engines.

EXTREMELY VIBRATION
RESISTANT DESIGN
for difficult terrains and excessive engine
vibrations.

 ighest cold cranking amps: For
H
bikes with high power demands,
e.g. those featuring ABS safety
technology.
Extremely vibration-resistant.
Plate packs compressed and precisely
fitted into the battery box.
 obust housing made of
R
impact-resistant plastic. For heavy
mechanical stress.

Mountable in
tilted position.

acid is held in glass
fibre separators &
battery is factory sealed.

Leak-proof. Suitable for tilted
positioning up to 90°, because the
electrolyte is held in glass fibre mat.
Sealed maintenance free.
Wet charged. Ready to use.

GENERAL FEATURES
Sealed, universally deployable
Lithium-iron sulphate battery (LiFePO4)

L ong service life thanks to
intelligent battery management
including balancing.

SMALL TOP-OF-THE-RANGE
POWERHOUSE,
perfect whenever every gram or
centimetre matters.

 eight savings up to 75 %,
W
compared with a conventional
motorcycle battery.
Low self-discharge.
Extremely fast charging.
S pecial, heat-resistant nylon body
with cast brass poles, waterproof
(8 of 11 types).
 eady to install and
R
ready to use.

Mountable
upside down.

Does not contain liquid electrolyte &

battery is factory sealed.

 bsolute deep discharge.
A
In contrast to lead-acid batteries,
almost 100 % of their capacity can
be used.

www.intact-batterien.de

DEALER:

ALWAYS THE
BATTERY
THAT FITS!

Visit us!

